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Essen rials of a Western
South A frica Polio y
by Dr. Klaus von der Ropp
The author was Head Off the Africa section of West Germany's Stiftung
Wissenschaft und Politik for many years and worked and travelled
extensively in black and Southern A Africa. The Stiftung, a governmentfinanced research bO'dy functions as B 01on's think tank. The author
expresses his personal views; in the South African context he considers
himsel]' a liberal Nat.
After a week of top US-South African and West German-South African
conferences on developments in
Southern Africa the time seems ripe
for formulating, after years of irresponsible abstention, a constructive
Western South Africa policy.

The West's No»n-Policy
Thusfar nearly all Western co-untries
have participated in backing the
OAU-influenced UN General Assembly resolutions repeat~ng again and
again the unconditio -nol p-roscription
of Pretoria's doubtless dish-onest internal policy. But the very same
Western countries later paid mere lip
service to these one-sided resolutions,
Nothing will be gained by such
stands. Pretoria quite justifiably sees
in them a call for surrender, a call
for collective suicide to the three
South African minorities. The OAU,
its members a.nd black South Af-ricans recognise the ambivalence of
this Western attitude. This nonpolicy which gives the i-mpression of
sup-porting the extreme demands of
one of the parties to the conflict
seems even more ominous than com-

pete passivity, because it contributes
towards creating an atmosphere in
which it will be politically impossible
to agree on a compromise one day.
Today it is to be feared that the
logical consequence of the West's
present attitude towards the Republic, at best, will be that all states
on the subcontinent become Sovietinfluenced or dominated People's
Republics of the Angolan type or,
at worst, and this alternative see-ms
the more probable, the whole region
will fall victim to a holocaust,
There are still great leaders in
the Republic today. Leaders who,
with the help of the West and as
many black African countries as
possible, should be able to find a
modus Vivendi for the country's
uniquely heterogeneous population.
To name just two of them: Umntwana Mangosuthu Gat-sha Buthelezi
and Johannes Balthazar Vorster.
Together with them, the West and
black Africa will have to find a new
inte-rnal order for South Africa
if we do not do it in the very near
future, the red czars will do it without consulting any of the parties
involved.

A few Basic Facts
There are some basic facts the West
will have to take into account: there
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are no 'Europeans', no 'Coloureds',
no 'Indians', no 'Bantus' in South
Africa - there are black, white and
p. 3 brown Africans, It cannot be doubted
that today's South African internal
. . p. 4 order
was dictated by the white Africans to their black and brown
p. 4 countrymen and the latter will never
p. 5 accept it. South Africa's fate will be
determined by two African movep. 6 ments: Afrikaner nationalism and
African nationalism, all other groups,
p. 7 the PRP included, are mere splinter
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Apartheid a Solution?

Afrikaner nationalism today might
be ready to make certain concessions,
as is well known quite a number of
verligte Afrikaners prop-ose certain
changes in the fields of petty apartheid, of the political and economic
status of the brown Africans and of
geographical consolidation of the
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homelands. But basically the system
is rigid, basically Afrikaner nationalism wants to maintain the intolerable status quo. One may ask
whether the National Party and the
pro-wing -number of its sup-porters
really expect the West and black
Africa (black So-uth Africans included) to accept today's version of
apartheid (or as it is now officially
called
'separate development' what, by the way, is the difference?)

Pretoria has been telling its outside critics that they do not understand or misunderstand its policy for
a long time. The reply of wellinformed outsiders can only be this:
everything is very well understo-od
and there are no misunderstandings!
How can the Christian nation of the
white Africans -offer just 13 per cent
of the land to 70 per cent of the total
population, especially as this area
does not produce more than about
one per cent of South Africa's GDP?
How can Pretoria expect us to recognise cheap labour reservoirs as
independent states even if these reservoirs .have their own flags and
their own national anthems? How
can official South African publications and cabinet ministers justify
the fact that none of the homelands
is

geographically consolidated

by

claiming that a nation does not need
to exist in a geographically consolidated area by citing the US and the
UK as successful examples -of segmented states? Maybe the West's
probable refusal to -recognise the
Transkei as an independent state will
finally show Pretoria how isolated it
is!
One needs a lot of ideological
self-delusion not to notice that there
is not a single politically relevant
group in West Germany that advocates, for instance, the acceptance of
South Africa's present racial policies.
The West will only normalise its
relations with the Republic after Pretoria has succeeded in normalising its
relations with black Africa. In the
last two years or so we have heard a
lot about new links between Pretoria
and other African capitals. Whatever
may have happened in the economic
Held, politically Pretoria is still as
isolated in Africa as it has been since
the early sixties. Pareto~ria's failures in
its attempts to reach external détente
can only be explained by its refusal
to start with détente at home, to
normalise things within South Africa's borders first. Pretoria did not
even really listen to a black African
leader as pro-Western and as conservative as the Ivorian President

(Continued Q,n page 2)
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Rev. E. E. Mahabane

The President on the

Recent Disturbances
Regarding the Soweto and other
riots I would firstly remind all concerned that violence begets more
violence and that the wounds it
leaves behind take long to heal.
Secondly, I would like, through
the Press, to address an urgent ap-peal to our Prime Minister:
A complete change in approach to the position in the African townships is called for. In this
regard I would urge the Government to look at the recommendations of the Fa-gan Commission.
It is urgent that a proper form
of municipal government be established in Soweto and other urban
townships and that elections to this
body be held as soon as possible
so that the true urban black leadership can emerge. The Government
should acknowledge unequivocally
that the majority of Africans are
in these areas permanently.
All restrictions on home ownership should be abolished and
trading rights in black areas should
be governed solely by the ordinary
licensing regulations that pertain in
white areas. A housing programme
that is adequate to the needs of the
population MUST be undertaken
-this and the provision of realistic public works in Soweto we~ul-d
assist materially with the gro-wing
unemployment.
A revaluation and restructuring of the education system is essential - . the Department must do
everything in its power to pro-ve to
our youth that it has no-ved away
from the original motivation be~
hin-d the Bantu Education Act
a
massive upgrading programme for
African teachers is imperative as
is also the equalisation of salaries
and the provision of free education.
The Rev. E.E. Mahabane, President,

-

Institute of Race Relations.
1

Western Policy
(Continued from: page I)
Felix Houph oust-Boigny who, addressing the OAU at the end of May
1973 in Addis Ababa, asked the
members of this organisation t-o open
dialogue with the 'minority' de
mépris', the minorities who disdain
(the black majorities). So HouphouetBoigny's intention was, among others,
to liberalise things inside South
Africa.
Immediate Integration?

If on the other hand, we base our
new South Africa policy -on the ideas
of African nationalism only - as is
demanded by the OAU today, and
in its wake, by the UN - we would
contribute to the replacement of old
injustices with new injustices, It
would be naive to believe that after
an ANC/PAC take-over the three
African minorities we-uld still be
tolerated as South African/Azanian
citizens, Whatever their historical
position was, they would have to
share the white Mozambiquans' and
Angolans' fate, They would be
thrown into the sea. And neither the
OAU nor the UN would waste a
minute on condemning the expulsion
of these African minorities from
South Africa/Azania_ By demonstrating just as much disregard for the
human and civil rights (especially
those -of minority groups) which they
continually acclaim (as do the white
governments they are opposing) the
black African states lost the West's
support for their demands for a sys-

tem of 'one man one vote' in South
Af-rica.
Tanzania, in a statement on
Uganda just before the 13th OAU
Summit Conference was -opened in
Kampala, was one of the very few
black African states that accused
black Africa of hypocrisy for condemning and combating South African racism while ignoring abuses in
its own ranks. The Tanzanian statement even went as far as to say 'but
when massacres, op-pressions and torture are used against Africans in the
independent states of Africa, there is
no protest from anywhere in Africa
. . .Africa is becoming unique in its
refusal to or-otest about the crimes
committed against Africans, provided
such actions are done by African
leaders and African governments'.
But we in the West cannot base our
new South Africa policy on a lonely
voice!
Gradual Integration?
It should be quite obvious that the
new Western South Africa policy will
have to find a compromise between
the interests of African and Afrikaner
nationalism. Quite a number of
Western observers in this situati-on
will sympathise with the PRP's concept of gradual integration, But it is
questionable whether there is that
common denominator in the economic, social, cultural, and above all,
in the political field without which
even a federal set-up can never work.
Do those genuine white liberals who
support the PRP really believe that
their black country-men are ready to
adopt a Westminster-type democracy,
a capitalistic economic order? Do
they not realise that in the days of
'authenticity noire', of 'black consciousness', black Africans in black
Africa as well as in the Republic
have consciously divorced themselves from western notions in order
to develop their OWI1 notions in the
2

political and in the economic Holds?
How do the PRP supporters and
voters react to Chief Gatsha Buthelezi's great speech telling his people
in the Jabulani Amphitheatre in
Soweto -on 14 March 1976 'Inkatha
is not peculiarly Zulu: it is a constitution of the type which has emerged
in black Africa to »meet the deficiencies of the Westminster type constituti-on. A democratic system with the
stamp of M-other Africa which has
consensus as its core',
In formulating its new South
Africa policy, the West will have to
take into account that as this common denominator just does not exist,
it would be irresponsible to try to
establish a multi-racial society in
South Africa.

Partition?
Even for those in the outside world
who have a detailed knowledge of
the South A'frican scene, all those
plans (those of the UP included)
about finding a solution in a specific
type -of federation or, more probable,
in a -specific type of confederation,
have two things in common: they are
confused and thus not convincing.
Neither African nor Afrikaner
nationalism will ever accept one of
them as a final solution, What model
should we therefore support from
outside? Only one answer seems to
be possible: as 21 system of sharing
power is not possible because it will
not work, and as no group of South
Africa's population is prepared to
commit political suicide there will
have to be a fair partition. One or
several black states, and 0-ne state for
the white/brown Africans.
It should be noted that the leading conservative-liberal West German
daily, Frankfurter Allegerneine Zeit-

ung, has stated several times in the
last nine months or so that the only
alternative to civil war in the Republic seems to be a fair partition of its
territory. (of. Klaus Natorp in Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 'Suedafrika und wir' 17.10.75, p. 1, 'Wie
wetter in Suedafrika?' 11.3.76, p. 1
and 'Schwieriger
Schwarz-WeissDialog' 26.6.76, p. 1.) And the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung's is by no
means a lonely voice, a voice in the
wilderness. This might explain why
not only Germans reacted so positively to the speech 'Partitionist' which
Dr. Erich Leistner of the Africa
Institute in Pretoria gave at the end
of April 1976 in Umtata at a conference -organised by the Foreign
Affairs Association in Pretoria
and our people were even more
touched by the Afrikaans-speaking
press' positive reaction to Dr. Leistner's speech,
In Europe there is no doubt
about the fact that the more the
white Africans waste time before
accepting a compromise, the more
the future border between the black
African and the white/brown African
world approaches the Port ElizabethBloemfontein Sishen Oranjemund
line.
The West will have to finance
such an operation through aid
schemes of the Marshall-plan type.
There is no alternative to overcoming the gigantic economic and other
obstacles of such a solution, which
is, of course, no more than the lesser
evil for both parties to the conflict
- but the consequences of the otherwise inevitable great war in and for
South Africa will be far more costly.
Finally, to make sure that this
solution is not just a fLrst step in the
black Africans' takeover of the
Republic but a solution on which the

-
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Desmond Hobart
Hougton: The
Institute Loses
a Friend
A man, a gentleman, of gentle birth,
Desmond Hobart Houghton was
born in Alice and spent the greater
part of his working life in the Eastern Pro-vince. His father, an inspector of schools, was closely associated with Lovedale and with the
founding of Fort Hare (and, inci-dentally, with the establishment of
the Durban International Club).
Much of Desmond's approaches
must have been derived from the
family background and the family
home on the Hogsback, high above
the Tyumie Valley, with the view
of the Fish River in the distance
an-d, in the garden, the rondavel
chapel.
Religious influences, and the influence
-of that long tradition of missionary
work which had as its starting point
the Tyumie Valley, and, in la-ter life,
his experience of the prisoner-of-war
camps in Italy and Germany, were
the background of his chosen pursuit
ECODOFHCS.

Like others of his generation, he
studied t-he Wealth of Nations by

Adam Smith who believed that men
pursuing their self-interest promoted
the common good, and that there
was a harmonious order in I1'Eltl1I'€.
He shared with John Stuart Mill the
torment of drawing the line between
personal freedom and social restraint.
And so through the classical economists and philoso-phers to the welfare
state and, in Sout-h Africa, to apartheidHis H-oernlé Memorial Lecture
of 1970, Enlightened Self-Interest
and the Liberal Spirit, was his contribution to thinking on the conflict
between the individual, the group-,
and the S-tate, and he examined it
in the light of modern conditions the big national and international
corporations, the power of the trade
unions, the effect of mass media of
communication, and the bureaucratic
power of the State. How relevant
was Adam Smith to this? In South
Africa was the individual the frac1
son, ? A mere cog in the
2 000 000
machine?

t-hree African minorities can rely, the
West must be ready to offer the
white/brown Republic of South Africa full membership in a western
defence alliance.

Dr. Klaus von der Ropp
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To him enlightened self-interest
was -basic and he asked that the
State free the individual to develop
himself and serve his own interests
while maintaining a balance between
individual interests

Friend of the Institute
He served the Institute well. He
represented Rhodes University on
Council, and as Regional Representative in Grahamstown, he was a
member of the Institute's Executive
Committee. His approach was pragmatic. At -meetings, he sat with
quizzical, questioning eyes, as he
listened to, and in his mind, summed
up discussion, His contribution was
practical and "common-sense". He
eschewed emotional rhetoric.
The Institute benefitted greatly
from his knowledge and understanding of the "Reserves". In 1956 he
produced a summary of the findings
of the Tomlinson Commission Report. Also in 1956, he wrote for
the Institute Life in the Ciskei, a
summary of the findings of the
Keiskammahoek Rural Survey, in
which he participated. And the Institute's Library holds many of his
memoranda on the agricultural and
other development of the "Reserves",
and on the implications of Bantu
homeland development.
He also
supervised a study of farm labour in
the Eastern Cape for the Institute.
I leave it to others to speak of
his many distinctions - the Foundation of the Institute of Social and
Economic Research at Rhodes, his
membership of the Fort Hare College Council, his Presidency of the
Economic Society of South Africa
(1960 and 1961), and his membership, from 1960, of the Prime Minister's Economic Advisory Council.
He must have been very p-leased
when his work, The South African
Economy, ran into its fourth edition
and was translated into Japanese.
A -man of principle. of Christian
care and concern, to him the individual mattered whether an unlettered
African at a Joint Council Meeting
at Fort Beaufort, forty years ago,
or the persecuted in Europe. Men
must be free, not servile, and to him
it was the liberal spirit which must
ensure this in society,
A-nd withal, he was modest,
charming, aware, sensitive and understanding and a constant and
enduring friend. I am glad he found
peace in "Little Timbers", the home
he and his wife created in the
I-Iogsback.

Q.w.
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